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Chapter 571: Yu Lin Became The Target Of The Two Hairy Beasts (2) 

“Uh! Big Hairy, I’ll apologize to you on Yu Lin’s behalf, okay? He really didn’t do it on purpose.” Leng 

Ruoxue caressed Big Hairy’s head. 

“Miss, I want to teach him a lesson personally!” Big Hairy pleaded. It knew that this person was Lan 

Ming’s master, so it didn’t want to make things difficult for Miss! 

“Big Hairy, Yu Lin is a Mystic Supremacy!” Leng Ruoxue reminded him. Alas! Big Hairy’s defense might be 

very powerful, but his strength was still inferior to a Mystic Supremacy, so she was very afraid that Big 

Hairy would not be calm! 

“Miss, I know. I’ll join forces with Little Hairy to teach him a lesson!” Big Hairy scratched its big head. 

Hehe, it was not so stupid to deal with a Mystic Supremacy by itself! Little Hairy and it were level-four 

Transcendent Divine Beasts, and their strength was equivalent to a human Mystic Sovereign. With their 

powerful defense, they might not necessarily be able to defeat a Mystic Supremacy, but it would not be 

a problem to teach him a lesson! 

“Alright! However, I don’t want you to be injured!” Leng Ruoxue said very cautiously. 

“Yes, we will be careful!” Big Hairy promised. With Miss’s consent, it could teach that old man a lesson 

freely! Hehe! 

“Alas! Poor Yu Lin!” Empty whispered with a light smile, his handsome face full of gloating! 

“You seem very happy!” Leng Ruoxue said in realization. The three of them sat down on the stone chair 

in front of the purple bamboo hut after persuading Leng Mao. 

“Of course I’m happy, but I’m afraid someone won’t be happy! First he was bitten by a dog, and then he 

was beaten by a bear. Alas! Poor fellow!” Empty said sympathetically, but there was no sympathy in his 

tone. 

“Master, I’m not a dog!” Icy, which had been closing its eyes, suddenly opened its ice blue eyes and said 

with slight dissatisfaction. Boohoo… Master was too evil. He actually called it a dog! 

“Hehe, Icy, your transmogrification looks like a puppy!” Empty smiled nonchalantly. 

“Then I won’t transmogrify anymore.” Icy roared furiously. It was really infuriating! 

“That won’t do! Little Icy, if you don’t change your appearance, I won’t be able to bring you out in the 

future,” Leng Ruoxue reminded helplessly. 

“Boohoo… I don’t want to be treated as a dog!” Icy looked at Leng Ruoxue with tears in its blue eyes and 

said aggrievedly. 

“Little Icy, calm down. Just ignore those people with poor judgment. Why fuss about it with them? It’s 

beneath your dignity!” Leng Ruoxue coaxed. 

“Yes, Little Snowy is right. I’ll bite whoever calls me a dog in the future!” Icy said as if it had made a big 

decision. 



“Uh!” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead. That was really not what she 

meant! 

“Hehe, Xue’er, it’s getting late. Let’s rest early!” The freak smiled gently at Leng Ruoxue. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue hurriedly nodded. Then she placed the Icy on the stone table, pulled the freak 

away, and left. She didn’t dare to continue chatting. Otherwise, she was really afraid that all her beasts 

would become violent beasts! 

“Why did Little Snowy slip away so quickly? I’m not done yet!” Icy murmured to itself in puzzlement 

after seeing Leng Ruoxue and the freak leave. 

“Icy, do you really intend to bite whoever you see in the future?” Empty asked curiously. Hehe, then he 

would really become a mad dog! 

“Master, when did I say I’ll bite whoever I see? I mean, I’ll bite whoever calls me a puppy!” Icy corrected. 

Boohoo… Master is a baddie! 

“Hehe, Icy, the dog that bites isn’t a good dog!” Empty said fearlessly. 

“Master!” Icy roared uncontrollably. Its big ice blue eyes glared fiercely at Empty. Moreover, a layer of 

tears actually welled up in its eyes as it glared… 

“Uh! Icy, I’m going to rest too.” Seeing that Icy was crying, Empty hurriedly escaped… 

“Hehe!” Icy couldn’t help revealing a smug smile seeing that its master was scared away. The tears in its 

blue eyes had long disappeared! 

“Little dog, you’re quite good at acting!” White Dawn appeared out of nowhere and jumped onto the 

stone table with slight provocation. 

“Kitten, what do you know? This is called wisdom!” Icy said nonchalantly, its face full of pride! 

“It’s not good to bully your master!” White Dawn reminded. 

“It’s okay. My master is used to being bullied by me,” Icy said shamelessly. 

“Alas! Your master is so pitiful!” White Dawn said with a sympathetic face. It was also very important for 

the Master to find a better beast. 

“Kitten, outsiders won’t understand the way I interact with Master!” Icy closed its eyes and said 

nostalgically. 

“Little dog, continue bullying your master. I’m going to bed.” White Dawn jumped off the stone table 

and returned to its room. 

“Alas! It’s also painful not to be understood by beasts!” Icy sighed and then fell asleep… 

The next day, Leng Ruoxue and the freak went directly to the living room after leaving the bracelet. 

“Little Snowy, you’re up.” Lan Ming hurriedly greeted Leng Ruoxue and the freak when he saw them! 

“Lass, you really can sleep. It’s almost noon,” Yu Lin complained as he sat beside Lan Ming. 



“Did President Yu specially look for us?” Leng Ruoxue asked very politely. However, she couldn’t help 

but grumble in her heart. Hmph! What does it have to do with you whether we can sleep or not? We 

didn’t ask you to wait here! 

“Of course, little girl. Thank you for taking care of my disciple during this period of time! Also, you called 

me Old Man yesterday. Why are you calling me President Yu again today?” Yu Lin pretended to be 

displeased. Old Man still sounded more friendly. 

“Yesterday was yesterday, and now is different! Moreover, you don’t have to be so polite. In fact, we 

didn’t take care of him much. He has to pay for his food and lodging,” Leng Ruoxue said honestly. At the 

same time, she became alert because she felt that there seemed to be a hidden meaning in Yu Lin’s 

words. Uh! Could there be a trap? 

“Lass, I’m not being polite! You took good care of me even if I paid!” Yu Lin said with a smile. 
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“President Yu, since you’ve emerged from seclusion, we have nothing to do here. We intend to leave 

Carefree City tomorrow,” Leng Ruoxue said bluntly. They had just discussed this in the morning! 

“Leave? Lass, how can it compare to Carefree City! Why don’t you stay in Carefree City! This is the holy 

land in the hearts of mystics. Moreover, not just any mystic can settle in Carefree City,” Yu Lin coaxed, 

his expression like a big gray wolf that was deceiving Little Red Riding Hood! 

“Thank you for your good intentions, President Yu. We already have a place to stay. Moreover, we won’t 

stay in the same place for too long,” Leng Ruoxue said. She didn’t know Yu Lin’s intentions, but she 

didn’t intend to let him have his way no matter what he thought! 

“Uh, little girl, are you talking about Myriad Mountain City? To be honest, how is it very chaotic? How 

can it compare to Carefree City!” Yu Lin persuaded stubbornly. In fact, he naturally had his reasons for 

wanting Leng Ruoxue and the others to stay. Alas! The situation of the Mystic Association Headquarters 

was very bad now, so he really hoped that Leng Ruoxue could stay in Carefree City. Who asked her 

subordinates to have so many powerful Mystic Sovereigns! He didn’t want Leng Ruoxue’s power to be 

possessed by any family. Leng Ruoxue didn’t intend to rely on any family according to Little Ming’er, but 

he couldn’t be completely at ease if he couldn’t leave them in Carefree City! 

“We don’t intend to stay in Myriad Mountain City for long either,” Leng Ruoxue said calmly. 

“Lass, where do you intend to stay? Tell me, I can help you find a suitable residence,” Yu Lin asked 

expectantly. 

“We don’t intend to stay in any place for long,” Leng Ruoxue said helplessly. She was very helpless 

against Yu Lin’s stubbornness. Alas! She could finally tell that Yu Lin was determined to rope them in! 

“Lass, no matter where you want to go to train, you have to have a fixed residence! This way, if you’re 

tired in the future, you’ll have a place to rest! You have to know that the feeling of home and inn is 

different!” Yu Linxiao said with affection. 



“Yes, President Yu is right,” Leng Ruoxue said nonchalantly. Alas! Yu Lin might be right, but she had the 

Dry Kun Bracelet, so it was the same wherever they were. They might not stay even if they had a fixed 

residence. At most, it was to fool others. 

“Hehe, in that case, I’ll arrange a residence for you in Carefree City. In this way, you won’t have to stay in 

an inn when you come to Carefree City in the future!” Yu Lin said very warmly. 

“Alright then!” Leng Ruoxue answered reluctantly. Alas, it seemed that Yu Lin would not give up if she 

didn’t agree. 

“Hehe, then come with me quickly! I’ll bring you to your residence now!” Yu Lin stood up and said 

impatiently. 

“Uh! So soon?” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. She didn’t expect Yu Lin to be so impatient! 

“I’ve already prepared. Just come with me to take a look,” Yu Lin said happily. Hehe, the place he 

arranged for Leng Ruoxue and the others belonged to the Mystic Association Headquarters. They didn’t 

have to look for it on the spot, so how could it not be fast! 

“Okay, let’s go!” Leng Ruoxue and the freak’s eyes met, and they both saw helplessness on each other’s 

faces. Alas! The two of them sighed softly, then stood up reluctantly and left the Carefree Hall with Yu 

Lin… 

“Little Snowy, I’m so sorry. My master made things difficult for you,” Lan Ming, who was following Leng 

Ruoxue and the freak, said shyly on the way. 

“It’s okay. It’s just a residence. We can’t refuse your master’s good intentions for your sake!” Leng 

Ruoxue said understandingly. In fact, she really didn’t care much. Anyway, whether they stayed or not 

was up to her. Yu Lin couldn’t force them to stay! 

“Thank you!” Lan Ming said softly. 

“Little Lan Lan, Big Hairy and Little Hairy intend to teach your master a lesson,” Leng Ruoxue said after 

some hesitation. She felt that Lan Ming should be mentally prepared so that his heart wouldn’t ache 

when he saw his master getting beaten up later! At the same time, she told Lan Ming not to interfere in 

this matter! 

“Ah! Why? My master shouldn’t have offended them, right?” Lan Ming asked in puzzlement. He really 

couldn’t understand why his master was targeted by those two bears when he had just emerged from 

seclusion! Alas! Poor Master, what bad luck did you have! 

“Unfortunately, I’m sorry,” Leng Ruoxue said sympathetically and didn’t tell Lan Ming the whole story. 

Lan Ming was very speechless after hearing it because he felt that his master was really too unlucky! 

This was simply an undeserved calamity! 

“Little Snowy, can you let those two fur claws show mercy!” Lan Ming pleaded. Boohoo… He was really 

afraid that those two bears would beat his master up too badly! 

“Little Lan Lan, your master will definitely be angered to death if he hears you say this. He’s a Mystic 

Supremacy! How can you not have confidence in him! This is called boosting his beastly aspirations to 



destroy his master’s prestige!” Leng Ruoxue said in disapproval. In fact, she was looking forward to the 

battle between the two hairy beasts and Yu Lin! Hehe! 

“What are you talking about? Why are you walking so slowly?” Yu Lin couldn’t help asking curiously 

when he saw Leng Ruoxue and the others walking slowly behind and even chatting as they walked. 

“Nothing. Just chatting. How far are we?” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help asking. Uh, where did this Yu Lin 

want to bring them? They seemed to have walked far away! 

“We’re almost there, just ahead,” Yu Lin said mysteriously. 

“Master…” Lan Ming looked at Yu Lin and hesitated. Boohoo… He really wanted to remind his master! 

However, he was afraid that Little Snowy would be unhappy. It seemed like Little Snowy also wanted his 

master to be taught a lesson! Alas! Master, it’s not that I don’t want to help you! I’m really helpless! 

“Little Ming’er, what do you want to say? Why are you stuttering?” Yu Lin asked in puzzlement, his 

handsome face full of question marks. 

“Nothing. I just want to tell the Master that I miss you a lot!” He gave in seeing Leng Ruoxue’s glare.. 

Boohoo… Master, Little Snowy’s abuse of power is really too powerful. I’m afraid of my disciple! 
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“Uh! Little Ming’er, you don’t have to tell Master about this. Master understands your intentions.” Two 

drops of cold sweat dripped down Yu Lin’s forehead as he said unnaturally. He couldn’t understand why 

his disciple was so mushy today. 

“Master, you have to take care of your body!” Lan Ming said very implicitly. Alas! Hopefully, Master 

could understand his hint. 

“Don’t worry, Master will definitely take care of his body,” Yu Lin said in puzzlement, his handsome face 

full of confusion! Clearly, he didn’t understand Lan Ming’s hint. 

Leng Ruoxue was secretly amused as she listened to the conversation between the master and disciple. 

Haha! Little Lan Lan was so gullible! He actually really thought that she didn’t allow him to tell her that 

he wanted to find Yu Lin for a duel! In fact, she didn’t glare at him at all because of this, hehe! 

“You two really have a deep master-disciple relationship!” Leng Ruoxue said with slight envy. 

“Of course. I raised Little Ming’er single-handedly!” Yu Lin said proudly. 

“Uh! Seems like you’re not young anymore,” Leng Ruoxue said in realization. 

“Lass, I told you, it only depends on appearance, not age,” Yu Lin protested. Boohoo… This girl was too 

evil. How could she specially sprinkle salt on his wounds! Age was his fatal injury! 

“How can that do? If my grandfather finds out, he will blame me for not respecting my elders. Uh! You 

should be older than my grandfather, right?” Leng Ruoxue guessed. A beautiful smile hung on her face, 

and her beautiful eyes swirled as she sized up Yu Lin non-stop! 



“It’s okay. I don’t mind. Don’t call me Grandpa. Just call me Big Brother,” Yu Lin said fearfully. 

“In your dreams. You’re from the grandfather generation. Big Brother? How shameless!” The freak was 

displeased before Leng Ruoxue could say anything. 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help laughing lightly when she heard the freak’s words. Uh! Yu Lin was 

indeed quite thick-skinned. 

“Xue’er, let’s ignore this disrespectful old man.” The freak hugged Leng Ruoxue’s slender waist and said 

affectionately. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue was very cooperative. 

“Little Ming’er, they’re bullying me.” Yu Lin couldn’t help complaining to his disciple as he watched them 

sing. 

“Uh! Master, lead the way quickly!” Lan Ming said helplessly. Several black lines involuntarily rolled 

down his forehead. In fact, he also felt that his master’s skin was quite thick. But there was nothing he 

could do! After all, his master cared the most when others mentioned his age! 

“We’ll be there after taking a turn,” Yu Lin said with displeasure. 

Yu Lin was depressed. He led the way with his head lowered, and Leng Ruoxue and the others followed 

behind him, laughing secretly in their hearts… 

“We’re here. This is it.” A few minutes later, Yu Lin pointed at a tall mansion and said to Leng Ruoxue 

and the others. 

“Master, this place is not bad. How did you find this place?” Lan Ming asked with a face full of surprise. 

At the same time, he was a little puzzled in his heart. When did Master become so efficient? He actually 

found such a good house in just one night. One had to know that such a property was absolutely 

considered to be at an astronomical price in Carefree City! Moreover, it might not be possible to buy it 

even if one had money. 

“Nonsense. Of course this place is good. This is the property of our Mystic Association.” Yu Lin roared 

angrily. Hmph! He was still angry! 

“Is this the business of the Mystic Association Headquarters? I thought the businesses of the 

headquarters were all tattered!” Leng Ruoxue teased with a light smile. After all, the business of the 

headquarters where Wu Gong lived after she blew up the Mystic Association Headquarters was an 

empty yard that had been abandoned for many years! 

“How is that possible! We will always stand tall in the Boundless Heaven Continent for thousands of 

years. There are many good things!” Yu Lin’s proud tail was about to curl into the sky when he said this. 

“Oh, what about Wu Gong’s yard?” Leng Ruoxue asked curiously. 

“Wu Gong is only the vice president. There are many things he doesn’t know about the headquarters. As 

for the yard he lives in! It belongs to the public property of the Mystic Association Headquarters. 

Everyone knows, but only the president is qualified to know about the hidden property,” Yu Lin 

explained with a smug face. 



Hmph! If Wu Gong thought that just because he stirred up trouble, he could take over the headquarters, 

then he was mistaken. There were many things he didn’t know about the headquarters. Even if he 

became the president, he couldn’t really control the headquarters. This was the main reason why he 

handed the headquarters to Wu Gong and entered seclusion at ease. However, he didn’t expect him to 

underestimate Wu Gong’s energy. The current situation of the headquarters was worse than he 

imagined! Therefore, he urgently wanted Leng Ruoxue and the others to stay in the headquarters 

because the headquarters desperately needed talents now! 

“Little Lan Lan, did you hear that?” Leng Ruoxue asked Lan Ming after hearing Yu Lin’s explanation. 

“Uh! I heard it,” Lan Ming answered without being puzzled. So what if he heard it? This had nothing to 

do with him! 

“Then you have to work hard to become the president!” Leng Ruoxue said bluntly. Alas! She knew from 

Little Lan Lan’s expression that Lan Ming didn’t understand her at all! 

“Master has already emerged from seclusion. I don’t have to represent the headquarters anymore!” Lan 

Ming said happily. Hehe, he would wake up laughing even in his dreams thinking of this. 

“Little Lan Lan, he can’t be the president for life, so it will be you sooner or later,” Leng Ruoxue said with 

certainty. 

“Lass, I might not hand the headquarters to Little Ming’er, okay?” Yu Lin couldn’t help but say. Little 

Ming’er was very outstanding, but he had a more suitable candidate now. 

“Then who do you want to hand it to?” Leng Ruoxue glared at Yu Lin with some dissatisfaction and 

asked. Hmph! She didn’t think anyone was more suitable than Lan Ming to be the president of the 

headquarters. 

“It’s a secret!” Yu Lin smiled mysteriously, whetting everyone’s appetite! 

“Damn old man, you’re keeping me in suspense. Don’t tell me you really want to be the president of the 

headquarters for the rest of your life?” Leng Ruoxue said doubtfully. 

“Of course not. If the person I fancy is willing to take over the headquarters immediately, I’ll pass the 

position of president to him now. However, I’m afraid he won’t!” Yu Lin said gloomily, his handsome 

face full of worry! 

“You really have a candidate?” Leng Ruoxue said doubtfully. Uh! She thought Yu Lin was lying to her just 

now.. It seemed like he really had a successor. But who would be more suitable than Little Lan Lan? 
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“Yes, but he won’t agree now, so my journey to seek talents is still very long!” Yu Lin said pitifully with a 

long face. 

“Uh, since that person refuses, don’t force him. Let Little Lan Lan be your successor!” Leng Ruoxue 

suggested. 

“Little Snowy, I don’t want to,” Lan Ming whispered. He looked like a wronged little wife! 



“Lass, you heard it. Little Ming’er refuses.” Yu Lin sighed. 

“Little Lan Lan, didn’t we agree?” Leng Ruoxue glared at Lan Ming and said threateningly. 

“That’s because Master hasn’t emerged from seclusion. That’s why I agreed. But now that Master has 

emerged from seclusion, there’s nothing for me to do!” Lan Ming said matter-of-factly. 

“Lass, don’t force Little Ming’er since he refuses. Come, I’ll bring you in to take a look at the yard.” Yu Lin 

helped his disciple out of the predicament. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue was helpless. It seemed like she was being nosy! 

Yu Lin led the way and led Leng Ruoxue and the others into the yard. 

“Lass, are you satisfied here?” Yu Lin said as if he was presenting a treasure in the yard. This was the 

best location and environment among all the properties in the headquarters. 

“Not bad.” Leng Ruoxue looked up at the spacious yard and nodded with satisfaction. 

This yard was very big and was the yard of the yard. The pavilions and pavilions were exquisite and 

gorgeous. Moreover, there was a clear stream in the yard that ran through the entire yard. It might not 

be as good as the Lan family’s yard, but Leng Ruoxue believed that this yard was absolutely one to two 

in Carefree City. 

“Lass, this yard will belong to you from now on. This is the property deed. Keep it safe.” Yu Lin handed 

the deed to Leng Ruoxue and reminded her. 

“Thank you!” Leng Ruoxue thanked him and then stored the deed in the bracelet. 

“Hehe, there’s no need to be polite. We’re family from now on,” Yu Lin said happily. 

“Uh, what do you mean?” Leng Ruoxue was puzzled. 

“Lass, you will be an elder of our Mystic Association from now on,” Yu Lin announced. 

“Elder? I’m not interested. I’ll return this house to you if it can only be owned by an elder!” Leng Ruoxue 

said coldly. She took out the deed and threw it directly to Yu Lin. Hmph! Damn old man, how dare you 

plot against me! 

“Uh! Lass, what do you mean?” Yu Lin was a little dumbfounded. Did he say something wrong? He didn’t 

seem to have said anything wrong. 

“Damn old man, do you want to bribe me with just a house? I didn’t say I wanted to be an elder of the 

headquarters!” Leng Ruoxue said with great dissatisfaction. She originally thought that Yu Lin only 

wanted to rope her in, but now she knew that this old man wanted her to run errands for him! Hmph! 

This damn old man’s wishful thinking was really too good. However, she would not let him have his 

wish. 

“Lass, don’t be anxious. Listen to me! The elder I’m talking about is just a nominal. You don’t have to do 

anything for the headquarters. Of course, it’s another matter if you’re willing.” Yu Lin smiled like an old 

fox. Hehe, he might not have known this girl for long, but he believed that as long as this girl agreed, 



even if she was just a nominal elder, she would definitely agree if the headquarters needed her in the 

future! What he needed to do now was to build a good relationship with this girl. 

“Not only that, being an elder gives you very good treatment every month. Really, believe me, I don’t lie 

to children,” Yu Lin added, the smile on his face looking so pure and innocent! 

“I don’t have to do anything for the headquarters? Can’t you use the rules of the headquarters to 

restrain me?” Leng Ruoxue asked uncertainly. She was not a child, how could she believe Yu Lin’s words! 

One had to know that there was no free lunch in the world. 

“No, I promise I won’t,” Yu Lin promised. 

“Then what should I, an elder, do?” Leng Ruoxue asked doubtfully. Uh! The more Yu Lin said, the more 

she couldn’t believe him! 

“You don’t have to do anything. Just name yourself,” Yu Lin said with a smile, his face full of flattery. 

“Do you want me to be a decoration?” Leng Ruoxue narrowed her eyes and said with some displeasure. 

Hmph! This old fox actually didn’t tell the truth. 

“Uh! Of course not. You can do whatever you want. Really, I promise,” Yu Lin said very sincerely, so 

anxious that he was about to cry. Boohoo… Why was this girl so difficult to deal with? If it were others, 

they would probably have agreed impatiently if they knew that there was such a good opportunity. How 

could they ask and make excuses like her! 

“Can I kill any elder I don’t like?” Leng Ruoxue asked deliberately. 

“Of course not. Moreover, I will warn all the elders not to provoke you. That should be enough, right?” 

Yu Lin looked at Leng Ruoxue like a little wife and asked very obediently. 

“…” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. Did Yu Lin mean that he could do it in secret? She didn’t understand. 

What benefits would it bring to Yu Lin if he didn’t follow his principles? 

“I’m just a Mystic Monarch. You really don’t have to compromise.” Leng Ruoxue was helpless. This was 

the only word she could think of now. Alas! Why on earth did this old man do it! 

“You might be a Mystic Monarch now, but you have potential, so you deserve to be an elder of the 

headquarters,” Yu Lin said pompously. 

“The elders of the headquarters won’t agree,” Leng Ruoxue said in realization. Those old men had been 

around for many years and finally became elders. If they knew that she became an elder of the 

headquarters because the president begged her, they would be so angry! 

“Anyone who dares to object will be expelled from the headquarters! Hehe, they won’t dare to object,” 

Yu Lin said confidently. 

“Xue’er, promise him!” Empty sent a helpless voice transmission from the bracelet. Alas! He felt 

uncomfortable seeing Yu Lin’s current appearance. In fact, he knew Yu Lin’s goal very well. However, he 

also knew that Xue’er would not agree with that fellow. 



“Empty, I don’t like to be restrained!” Leng Ruoxue sent a voice transmission. If she really wanted to be 

an elder of the headquarters, she would directly get Baby to use mind-reading to see what Yu Lin was 

planning. However, it was precisely because she had no such intentions that she didn’t care too much! 
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“Xue’er, didn’t he say that he only wants your name? I think he won’t dare to cheat,” Empty pleaded for 

Yu Lin. 

“Alright then!” Leng Ruoxue sighed and answered reluctantly. 

“Little girl, promise me!” Yu Lin couldn’t help saying anxiously when he saw Leng Ruoxue not responding 

for a long time. 

“It’s not impossible for me to agree with you, but I have to say the ugly things first. I’m just hanging up. 

You can’t order me to do anything, nor can you use the rules of the headquarters to restrain me. In 

short, you can’t order me around,” Leng Ruoxue said without any emotion. 

“No problem. You can do whatever you want as long as you agree to be listed,” Yu Lin said with a smile. 

“As long as you can agree to my condition, I will be an elder of the headquarters from now on. I will of 

course be a nominee,” Leng Ruoxue said with certainty. What she implied was that she would not be an 

elder if she couldn’t do it. 

“Don’t worry, I will definitely do it since I promised you. You can still do whatever you want in the 

future. No one will dare to restrain you, including me!” Yu Lin promised very seriously, and he was even 

more relieved in his heart. Boohoo… He finally settled this little girl. It really wasn’t easy. At this 

moment, he still didn’t know that Leng Ruoxue agreed because someone said good things for him! 

“That’s good.” Leng Ruoxue nodded with satisfaction. 

“Hehe, little girl, you have to keep this deed. This house is worth a lot of money!” Yu Lin handed the 

deed back to Leng Ruoxue and reminded her again. 

“Yes, where is there a spacious and uninhabited place here?” Leng Ruoxue took the deed, nodded 

slightly, and asked. Since she was already an elder of the headquarters, this house was considered 

legitimate. 

“There’s a mountain not far away. There shouldn’t be anyone there. Little girl, what are you doing?” Yu 

Lin asked curiously. 

“You’ll know when we get there. Bring us there now!” Leng Ruoxue urged. Alas! Little Hairy couldn’t 

wait any longer. 

“Okay, follow me!” Yu Lin took the initiative to lead the way. 

After walking for about half an hour, Leng Ruoxue and the others arrived at the foot of a mountain. 

Leng Ruoxue raised her beautiful eyes and sized up the mountain in front of her. Uh! Could this also be 

considered a mountain? It was really small. This mountain was about ten meters tall, and the mountain 



was lush with greenery. All sorts of trees were planted, and some trees were even covered in red fruits, 

looking very tempting. 

“Haha, little girl, this place isn’t bad, right? This place also belongs to you,” Yu Lin said proudly. 

“This is also my territory?” Leng Ruoxue asked gloomily. The environment here was very good. Her heart 

might ache if Two Hair repaired Yu Lin here and destroyed the scenery here. 

“Of course. That house belongs to you in a radius of 50 kilometers. Haha, be happy!” Yu Lin said with a 

smile. 

“Is there anywhere nearby that doesn’t belong to me?” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help asking. 

“Yes, but it’s a little far from here.” Yu Lin frowned and said after some thought. Uh! He didn’t know 

what this girl wanted to do, but why did he have a bad premonition? 

“It’s okay. Bring us there!” Leng Ruoxue summoned the little peacock from the bracelet and said. 

“Boss’s master, should I bring you to the place we went last time?” the little peacock suggested. It was 

referring to the place where they had grilled fish last time. 

“Uh, there’s no need. Just go to the place that this old man mentioned.” Two drops of cold sweat 

dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead. The place that the little peacock mentioned was very far from 

Carefree City. 

“Yes,” the little peacock answered. After everyone sat on its back, it raised its wings and flew toward the 

place Yu Lin mentioned… 

“Lass, why does it call you Boss’s master?” Yu Lin asked in puzzlement after taking off. 

“Because I’m its boss’s master!” Leng Ruoxue explained lightly as she leaned in the freak’s arms. 

“Uh! Then who is its boss?” Yu Lin was a little confused. He felt that his intelligence had fallen sharply 

when facing this little girl! 

“Its boss is my contract beast!” Leng Ruoxue looked at Yu Lin like he was an idiot. Hehe, actually, she 

deliberately didn’t say it clearly. 

“Lass, did anyone tell you that you’re a waste?” Yu Lin couldn’t help asking after being speechless for a 

while. 

“How am I wasting? I’m very frugal!” Leng Ruoxue said in disapproval. 

“You’re frugal? Lass, this little peacock is a level four Transcendent Divine Beast, right?” Yu Lin asked. 

“You’re a Mystic Supremacy. Can’t you tell?” Leng Ruoxue said disdainfully. 

“Of course I can see it. I mean, it’s a level four Transcendent Divine Beast. Do you know the value of 

Transcendent Divine Beasts on the Boundless Heaven Continent?” Yu Lin said with some envy, jealousy, 

and hatred. Boohoo… This was a Transcendent Divine Beast! It was actually becoming this naughty girl’s 

beast’s underling. It was really degrading itself! 



He really couldn’t understand why this Transcendent Divine Beast would do this. At the same time, he 

was a little curious about the level of Leng Ruoxue’s beast. It was actually able to make a level four 

Transcendent Divine Beast willingly be an errand boy. One had to know that Transcendent Divine Beasts 

above level four were very precious. He might be a Mystic Supremacy and the president of the Mystic 

Association Headquarters, but his beast was only a level five Transcendent Divine Beast. Boohoo… That 

was only after he tried his best and finally contracted it. However, a level four Transcendent Divine 

Beast was only an errand boy here. Alas! What a difference! 

“Master, my condolences!” Lan Ming comforted Leng Ruoxue before she could answer. Alas! He knew 

the strength of Little Snowy and the other beasts, so he really couldn’t bear to see his master suffer a 

blow! 

“Little Ming’er, what do you mean? Why should I be consoled?” Yu Lin asked gloomily. Boohoo… Did 

even his disciple look down on him? 

“We’re here.” 

Leng Ruoxue interrupted the conversation between the master and disciple and looked up at the 

uninhabited valley that Yu Lin was talking about. This valley was very desolate, the temperature at the 

bottom of the valley was very low, and the entire valley was not very big. However, it was enough to 

compete with Yu Lin! 

“Oh!” Yu Lin looked up to confirm before jumping off the little peacock’s back. 

Chapter 576: Is This Considered A Duel (4) 

“You can begin!” Leng Ruoxue moved The two Hairy beasts out of the bracelet and said to them. 

“Thank you, Miss.” Big Hairy and Little Hairy thanked Leng Ruoxue. Then they looked Yu Lin up and 

down with a naughty smile! 

“Begin what?” Yu Lin’s handsome face was full of confusion, and at the same time, he was a little 

nervous. Uh! Why were these two mini bears staring at him lustfully? 

“Miss was talking to us!” Little Hairy explained very kindly. 

“Oh, why do you call her Miss? Isn’t she your master?” Yu Lin asked in puzzlement. Uh! How many 

Transcendent Divine Beasts did this girl have? Both of them were actually at level four. 

“No!” Big Hairy said with a naughty smile, its pitch-black and bright little eyes staring intently at Yu Lin. 

Uh! In fact, it was afraid that Yu Lin would run away. 

“Oh, um… please don’t look at me with perverted eyes, okay? I’m scared!” Yu Lin suggested fearfully, 

unable to bear the two bears’ gazes. 

“F*ck, do you see our perverted eyes?” Big Hairy was even angrier when he heard Yu Lin’s words! This 

annoying human said that others were bear-like yesterday, and today, he said that they were perverted. 

They were really bullying bears. Hmph! If the bear didn’t show its might, they would treat it as a panda! 

“I saw it with both eyes. Don’t keep staring at me. I’ll be shy.” Yu Lin didn’t want to be targeted by the 

beasts because the two little bears looked at him with unfriendly eyes. 



“You’re not a female bear. How can we be interested in you? Hmph! Don’t flatter yourself!” Little Hairy 

pouted disdainfully. 

“Then why are you staring at me?” Yu Lin said gloomily. Of course, he knew that he was not a female 

bear. The two bears didn’t have to tell him this fact! 

“Because we want to beat you up!” Big Hairy transformed back into its original form and threw a huge 

bear paw at Yu Lin… 

“Oh my god! Lass, your beast has gone crazy!” Yu Lin hurriedly dodged Big Hairy’s attack and shouted at 

Leng Ruoxue. 

“Pa!” At the same time, a crisp sound sounded in the spacious valley! 

“Ah! You perverted bear, don’t hit my butt!” Immediately after, Yu Lin’s scream sounded. Boohoo… He 

dodged Big Hairy’s attack, but he forgot to guard against the transmogrified bear. Fortunately, that bear 

was transmogrified, or his butt would definitely be shattered. 

“Hmph! I did. So what!” Little Hairy said shamelessly, its fluffy little face full of pride. 

“You perverted bear!” Yu Lin roared angrily. At the same time, he stared at Leng Ruoxue pitifully. 

Boohoo… These two bears were released by the naughty girl. Would this girl blame him if he injured 

these two bears? 

He was a little conflicted. He had spent a lot of effort to obtain Leng Ruoxue from the headquarters. He 

couldn’t let her run away in anger because of these two bears! What should he do? He was in a 

dilemma. Boohoo… Forget it, he should bear with it! He didn’t know how he had offended these two 

little fellows, but he absolutely couldn’t ruin the friendship he had with the little girl that he had worked 

so hard to establish just because of the two bears. 

“Don’t look at me. Be careful of your butt!” Leng Ruoxue reminded speechlessly. Alas! Little Hairy was 

really evil. 

“You released them. Boohoo…” Yu Lin said aggrievedly and kept dodging two Hairy’s bear paw attacks! 

“They want to duel with you, so I can only fulfill their wish!” Leng Ruoxue said innocently. 

“Is this considered a one-on-one?” Yu Lin couldn’t help asking. Boohoo… How can you bully me like this? 

It’s not like I can’t count! Moreover, he only knew today that the pincer attack of the two bears was 

called a one-on-one! 

“Doesn’t it count?” Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful face was full of doubts. 

“Of course not. One-on-one is considered a one-on-one fight!” Yu Lin was helpless. Boohoo… How could 

this girl pretend to be stupid! It was too much. He had to dodge Lao Hairy’s attack while he was being 

willy-nilly. Not only that, he had to take care of everything from top to bottom. Moreover, he didn’t dare 

to fight back because he was afraid that this little girl would be angry if he injured the two bears. Alas! It 

really wasn’t easy for him. A mighty Mystic Supremacy was actually bullied so badly by others and bears. 

Boohoo… Was there any justice in this world! 



“They’re one-on-one! They didn’t attack you together!” Leng Ruoxue observed carefully and then said 

with certainty. Hehe, Little Hairy only attacked after Big Hairy attacked. This was a one-on-one, right? 

“Can I attack then?” Yu Lin was speechless and couldn’t be bothered to quibble anymore. He asked 

bluntly because he knew that he would definitely be angered to death by this girl if he continued talking. 

Moreover, he knew today that if the two beasts didn’t attack together, it would be considered a one-on-

one fight. Boohoo… That was obviously a tag-team battle! The Mystic Supremacy would also be 

exhausted to death if there were more beasts. 

“I didn’t say you can’t attack. Big Hairy and Little Hairy want to fight you one on one. Wouldn’t it be one-

sided if you don’t attack? That kind of battle won’t be good either!” Leng Ruoxue said aggrievedly, her 

expression was very innocent. 

“Damn it, why didn’t you say so earlier!” Yu Lin roared angrily. Then his aura suddenly changed, and he 

directly released his might as a Mystic Supremacy to sweep at the two hairy beasts! 

“I thought you knew! So you’ve never been challenged!” Leng Ruoxue said in realization. 

“You…” Yu Lin was so angry that he couldn’t say anything. Boohoo… This actually became his fault! 

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help vent all his anger on the two bears, directly sending a dazzling stream 

of mystic energy at the two hairy beasts… 

Uh! The mystic power of a Mystic Supremacy was not to be underestimated. Big Hairy jumped gently to 

the side. At the same time, an earth-attribute curtain wall appeared in front of the two hairy beasts. 

When the two hairy beasts saw this, he directly returned to his original form and added another curtain 

wall in front of the two beasts… 

“Hehe, Little Yu Lin, your mystic energy isn’t good! You can’t even break through our defense!” Big Hairy 

provoked mischievously and kept dancing around with a smug expression on his face! 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue, who was watching the commotion by the side, couldn’t help laughing when she 

heard ‘Little Yu Lin’. The freak naturally laughed without giving him face. Only Lan Ming was more 

reserved. He quietly turned his head and covered his mouth to laugh secretly! 

Chapter 577: The Main Beasts In Agony (1) 

“Damn it, don’t call me Little Yu Lin! Don’t go on the double defense if you dare!” Yu Lin roared angrily. 

He was even angrier when he saw Leng Ruoxue and the others laughing so happily. Boohoo… It was 

really embarrassing to be called Little Yu Lin by the two bears. Moreover, were these two bears older 

than him? Why did they call him Little Yu Lin! Not only that, they actually used the double defense to 

provoke him. Hmph! It was really unbearable! 

“You’re small! Look at your small body. It’s not even as thick as one of our legs!” Big Hairy raised its thick 

legs in a show of force. Hehe, Little Yu Lin had just reached its knees! 

“That’s not because I’m small, it’s because you’re too big!” Yu Lin was very depressed and quite 

depressed. Boohoo… That girl’s bear was really too much of a bully. It actually compared its big thick 

legs with humans. He didn’t believe that there were people who were as big as bears in this world! 



“Little Yu, so be it! Why be so stubborn? Hurry up and attack! Help me scratch the itch!” Little Hairy 

refused to be outdone, looking like it was waiting! 

Yu Lin was so angry when he saw Two Hair Wheels provoking him! However, what could he do? The 

defense of bears was very strong, and they bullied people into having double defense. It would be very 

difficult to break through the sturdy defense even if he was a Mystic Supremacy. At this point, he 

summoned his beasts to help him! 

“Eh, Little Yu Lin, you’re a Mystic Supremacy! You actually used beasts in battle with us. How 

embarrassing!” Big Hairy looked at the beast that suddenly appeared, about five to six meters tall, and 

said with contempt. 

“That’s right. Little Yu Lin, do you think you can defeat us by getting a little monkey?” Little Hairy said 

confidently. 

“You two stupid bears, shut up!” Yu Lin’s beast roared furiously. Hmph! These two bears were really too 

much. They actually bullied its master! 

“Miss, this thin monkey is bullying us!” The two bears quickly found a backer and looked at Leng Ruoxue 

aggrievedly when they saw that they had been scolded. 

“Uh!” Leng Ruoxue was a little speechless. She didn’t expect Yu Lin’s beast to be a golden monkey. With 

her short understanding of Yu Lin, Yu Lin should have found a more beautiful and mighty beast. Why did 

he get himself a monkey? This monkey might be considered pretty, but it was also a monkey. 

“Lass, the battle is only fair now. You can’t interfere!” Yu Lin reminded. How could he teach these two 

bears a lesson if that girl interfered! 

“How is it fair? You are a Mystic Supremacy, and your beasts are stronger than twenty cents. Why can’t I 

see fairness?” Leng Ruoxue said with a calm smile. 

“That’s right, what Mystic Supremacy! It’s too embarrassing to find help if you can’t beat us. Don’t tell 

others that you’re a Mystic Supremacy in the future. I’m embarrassed for you!” Big Hairy hurriedly 

echoed, the contempt on his face becoming stronger and stronger, and he couldn’t even be bothered to 

hide it anymore! 

“You…” Yu Lin was so angry that he was about to vomit blood. Boohoo… Shouldn’t bears be simple and 

honest? Why were these two so sharp-tongued! 

“Miss, we also request for help!” Little Hairy pleaded with a naughty smile on its fluffy face! 

“Uh! Erm…” Leng Ruoxue was in a dilemma. She couldn’t bear to refuse. If she agreed, Yu Lin would be 

the unlucky one. She knew very well the means of her beasts. 

“Miss!” The two hairy beasts looked at Leng Ruoxue pitifully, its eyes full of pleading! 

“Alas, alright!” Leng Ruoxue had no choice but to move Darling and the other beasts out of the bracelet. 

“Beloved Master!” Darling immediately jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms and rubbed against her 

affectionately as soon as it emerged. Then it came to the middle of the field! 



“Haha, is this little fox the helper your two stupid bears found? It’s only a level nine Legendary Beast. 

What can it help you with?” The golden monkey laughed hysterically and said with a mocking face. 

“Me too!” 

“Me too!” 

The Dazzling Beasts were unwilling to be ignored and reminded in unison. 

“You’re also level nine Legendary Beasts! Did you come out to be beaten by me? Haha!” The golden 

monkey laughed and hammered the ground excitedly with one fist. 

“Darling, we’ve been despised by the damn monkey,” Dazzle said helplessly. 

“Okay, it’s okay. We’ll let it know later that level doesn’t mean everything!” Darling said very calmly, its 

fluffy little face full of calmness. It kept looking at the golden monkey, trying to find the weakest place 

on its body! 

“Haha, this is the first time I’ve heard that level doesn’t mean everything. Then why are we still 

cultivating?” The golden monkey obviously didn’t agree with Darling’s words. However, it knew after a 

while that level really didn’t mean everything. At least, levels are really nothing in front of these beasts 

who didn’t care about attacking laws! 

“Beasts with low intelligence won’t be able to understand our deep words. We will prove it with the 

truth later!” Darling sat on Big Hairy’s lap, crossed its legs, and said regretfully. 

“Yes, Darling, this monkey’s intelligence is too low. It definitely won’t understand what you’re saying, so 

let’s demonstrate it directly!” Big Hairy suggested. 

“Okay, Big Hairy, Little Hairy, just deal with Little Yu Lin. Leave this monkey to us.” Darling patted its 

chest with its little paw and said confidently. 

“Okay!” The two hairy beasts grinned happily, their faces full of schadenfreude. 

Yu Lin and the golden monkey were not as happy as they were. In their hearts, these beasts were really 

arrogant! 

“Little Snowy, get your beasts to show mercy!” Lan Ming, who was watching the commotion, pleaded 

worriedly. Boohoo… Little Snowy and the other beasts were smart and cunning, not something that the 

two bears could compare with! Moreover, he had seen the means of these beasts more than once. They 

were really too ruthless! His master’s tender skin would definitely not be able to take it! 

“Your master is a Mystic Supremacy!” Leng Ruoxue reminded. Alas! Why was Little Lan Lan so lacking in 

confidence in his master? 

“You have a lot of beasts. Moreover, you don’t play by the rules. Even a Mystic Supremacy will suffer!” 

Lan Ming said worriedly. 

Chapter 578: The Main Beasts In Agony (2) 

 



“Little Lan Lan, you have to have confidence in your master. Otherwise, your master will be unhappy.” 

Leng Ruoxue gave Lan Ming a look because Yu Lin was already staring at his disciple! 

“Little Snowy!” Lan Ming was unwilling to give up and wanted to say something, but he was interrupted 

by Leng Ruoxue! 

“Alas! How can our beast be so cute!” Leng Ruoxue said with infinite emotion. Darling even cooperated 

and gave her a flying kiss after hearing what she said! 

“Damn fox! I’ll deal with it when I have the chance!” Darling’s flying kiss provoked the freak, and he 

couldn’t help muttering softly. 

“Freak, what are you talking to yourself about?” Leng Ruoxue asked curiously. 

“Uh, I wanted to say how can our beasts not be cute!” The freak quickly corrected himself. 

“Yes, their beasts are good!” Leng Ruoxue agreed. 

“Darling, you have to work hard and teach this monkey a lesson!” Leng Ruoxue added. 

“Lass, is this still a duel?” Yu Lin asked angrily when he heard Leng Ruoxue. 

“Yes! They won’t attack together. Don’t worry!” Leng Ruoxue comforted very kindly. 

“…” Yu Lin couldn’t be bothered with Leng Ruoxue’s obviously protective and bullying behavior. 

Boohoo… Little Ming’er didn’t help him either! He couldn’t blame that naughty girl, so he could only 

blame his disciple! 

“Little Yu Lin, continue fighting! Don’t waste everyone’s precious time.” Big Hairy urged with backup! 

“I can admit defeat!” Yu Lin said speechlessly. He really didn’t want to fight with beasts with abnormal 

defense! Levels wouldn’t be of much use in such a battle! 

“Of course… you can’t. Admitting defeat is the behavior of a coward. You are a Mystic Supremacy, you 

can’t do such an embarrassing thing!” Little Hairy said with a naughty smile. Hmph! They wanted to 

teach Yu Lin a lesson. How could they let him admit defeat so easily! 

“You are the despising Mystic Supremacies. What’s wrong with Mystic Supremacies? Mystic 

Supremacies are also humans! Why can’t you admit defeat!” Yu Lin said indignantly. Boohoo… His status 

in the Boundless Heaven Continent was extraordinary. Even the patriarchs of the three great super 

families treated him with respect when they saw him. However, he was looked down upon by the two 

bears today! 

“No way! Mystic Supremacy is the strongest powerhouse on the Boundless Heaven Continent. How can 

others survive if even Mystic Supremacy admitted defeat in battle!” Big Hairy said in disapproval. 

“In that case, let’s continue!” Yu Lin was helpless. He knew that he had encountered a scoundrel today. 

Boohoo… How did he offend these two bears? 

“Okay, this is more like a man! Little Hairy, let’s go!” Big Hairy carefully moved Darling, who was sitting 

on its lap, to the side. Then it rubbed its palms together and said to Little Hairy excitedly. 



“Big Brother, let him have a taste of our power, hehe!” Little Hairy smiled evilly and directly threw a 

huge palm at Yu Lin. Moreover, this palm was headed for Yu Lin’s butt! 

“You perverted bear!” Yu Lin dodged quickly and dodged Little Hairy’s attack. He roared angrily. Damn it, 

why was this bear targeting his butt! 

“You have a lot of meat there! I’m afraid I’ll crush you if I hit other places!” Little Hairy smiled honestly. 

Hehe, look at how kind it was! 

“Crush me? Do you think I’m made of paper?” Yu Lin’s anger surged to the top of his head as he roared 

with a flushed face. 

“Pretty much!” Little Hairy looked at its huge bear paw and said with certainty. Hmph! No human could 

withstand the might of one palm from their brothers! If those palms really hit Little Yu Lin just now, he 

would at least be half dead even if he didn’t die! However, they would definitely show mercy to Little Yu 

Lin and the others! 

“I’m so angry! Take this!” Yu Lin didn’t want to talk nonsense with them anymore. He directly gathered 

mystic energy in his hands. Then, the majestic green mystic energy formed a huge whirlpool. The 

whirlpool seemed to have a suction force, bringing sand and stones flying… 

The golden monkey jumped away from the center of the battlefield as soon as Yu Lin used his mystic 

technique to avoid being affected. Uh! Others might not be aware of the power of its master’s mystic 

technique, but it was very clear! 

“What a strong wind!” Darling and the other beasts hurriedly jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms to seek 

protection lest they were sucked away by the strange wind. 

“Is this a wind-attribute heaven-grade mystic technique?” Leng Ruoxue asked Lan Ming as she hugged 

the beasts in her arms tightly. 

“Yes, this is one of Master’s unique skills. It’s called ‘Rising Wind and Cloud’. It’s a very powerful 

offensive heaven-grade mystic technique!” Lan Ming explained. Alas! It seemed like Master was really 

angry. He actually even used his unique skill. He didn’t know if those two bears could withstand it. Little 

Snow would definitely go crazy if those two bears were injured. He was really conflicted! 

“It looks pretty powerful.” Leng Ruoxue praised. Hehe, this skill was good! 

“Okay.” Lan Ming nodded. Alas! How could it not be powerful? This skill was very difficult. Not even 

Mystic Supremacies with the wind attribute could use it! 

Leng Ruoxue and the others discussed softly by the side, while the two hairy beasts, which were in the 

whirlpool, also secretly communicated via voice transmission… 

“Big Brother, what should we do now?” Little Hairy asked worriedly. This skill was very powerful. It had 

yet to really unleash it, but it could already feel the intimidating pressure! It didn’t know if the brothers 

could withstand it if they joined forces! 

“Don’t worry! He’s a Mystic Supremacy. Isn’t it normal to have powerful mystic techniques? What are 

you afraid of? We have to be confident in our defense. Uh! In Miss’s words, we’ll deal with whatever 

comes. So don’t be afraid! Even if we can’t beat him, there’s still Miss, isn’t there?” Big Hairy comforted 



very calmly. Clearly, it had already treated Leng Ruoxue as its life-saving straw. However, in fact, it 

thought was right. Leng Ruoxue naturally wouldn’t watch Yu Lin kill them! 

“Yes, Big Brother is right.” Little Hairy composed itself and agreed. Moreover, it added another defense 

to the two beasts. Hmph! The mystic energy used to activate such a mystic technique would definitely 

not be small.. Therefore, it guessed that it was impossible for Yu Lin to release such a mystic technique 

twice in a row. Therefore, as long as they could withstand Yu Lin’s wave of attacks, it would be their turn 

to beat Yu Lin up next! 

Chapter 579: The Main Beasts In Agony (3) 

While the two hairy beasts were communicating, Yu Lin’s mystic technique had already been brewed. 

Moreover, it swept towards the two hairy beasts with a strong hurricane… 

Leng Ruoxue, the other two, and the other beasts couldn’t help but gasp as they watched this exciting 

scene. Their gazes followed the tornado to where the two hairy beasts were… 

“Little Hairy, we have to defend!” Big Hairy roared and connected several more layers of defense. Seeing 

this, Little Hairy hurriedly added a few more layers of defense. Now, both it and Big Hairy were like an 

iron wall in front of them. Whether they could defend or not was also a huge test for them… 

In an instant, the tornado had already collided with the huge earthen-yellow curtain wall… 

The curtain wall didn’t budge at all after the first collision… 

There was still no gap in the curtain wall after the second collision… 

After three collisions, a small gap that couldn’t be seen by the inner eye appeared on the curtain wall… 

On the fourth time, the curtain wall shattered when the tornado collided with the earthen-yellow 

curtain wall. At the same time, the mystic energy in the hurricane was exhausted, and the entire valley 

temporarily returned to calm… 

Yu Lin sat on the ground while panting. He glared at the two bears which were also very tired but 

refused to be outdone and glared back at Yu Lin. Hmph! They actually tied with Little Yu Lin because 

neither of them could do anything to the other with mystic techniques. Moreover, the stamina and 

mystic energy of both sides were very consumed, so they temporarily didn’t have the strength to launch 

any more attacks! 

“How did I offend you?” Yu Lin sighed and asked in puzzlement. Alas! The defense of these two bears 

was really abnormal! The mystic technique he used just now was difficult for even a Mystic Supremacy 

to defend against, but they actually defended themselves. They were very powerful even though they 

were working together! 

“You scolded me yesterday!” Big Hairy explained while panting heavily. Then it lay on its back on all 

fours! 

“Uh! What does this have to do with you? Could it be that you know Elder Wang and are here to avenge 

him?” Yu Lin said doubtfully. 



“Pfft! Who do you think Elder Wang is? Would we vent our anger for him? You can scold anyone if you 

want to. Why must you bring us along? Did we bears offend you? Hmph! I’m very displeased!” Little 

Hairy roared like a gangster. 

“Uh! Just because of this?” Yu Lin felt that this battle was really unjust. He just unintentionally said ‘bear 

form’. How did he really attract two bears for himself! Boohoo… 

“Yes, Little Yu Lin, don’t be anxious. We’ll rest for a while and beat you up properly!” Big Hairy pouted. 

“Uh! Didn’t we draw? Why do you still have to beat me up!” Yu Lin said with a long face, depressed. He 

didn’t have any strength left now, so how could he be a match for the two bears! Thinking of this, his 

gaze couldn’t help turning to Leng Ruoxue, hoping that she could help him plead. Unfortunately, Leng 

Ruoxue turned her head to the other side, completely ignoring the anticipation in his eyes! 

“Ah!” 

Just as Yu Lin was complaining in his heart that Leng Ruoxue was disloyal, a shrill scream reverberated 

through the entire valley. Immediately, everyone’s gazes were attracted by the voice! 

“Ah! Tao Tao!” Yu Lin’s eyes widened in disbelief as he looked at the golden monkey that was being 

chased around by the little beasts. His jaw almost dropped from shock. Uh! Why did Tao Tao look so 

miserable now? More than half of her originally beautiful golden fur had fallen, and her body was 

bloody. What was going on? Could it be that the little beasts did it? 

Yu Lin really couldn’t believe this terrifying fact because he was very confident in Tao Tao’s strength. 

None of the little beasts were Transcendent Divine Beasts, but everything in front of him forced him to 

believe that Tao Tao was really bullied very badly… 

“Master, save me! Boohoo…” The golden monkey Tao Tao had nowhere to hide and couldn’t help crying 

for help from its master. Boohoo… These little beasts were really too terrifying. It regretted provoking 

them. Moreover, it wanted to take back its words. Level really didn’t mean everything… 

“Hmph! Your master can’t even protect himself now, so how can he care about you! You better be good 

and let us have the taste of beating up a Transcendent Divine Beast! Hehe!” Darling said with a naughty 

smile, its fluffy face full of anticipation! 

“No! How can you hit a female beast! Boohoo…” Tao Tao wailed. It had always thought that male and 

female were equal, but it had to show weakness now! 

“Eh, are you a female?” Ling asked curiously. 

“Yes, yes. I’m a female, so you can’t bully a female beast!” Tao Tao said pitifully. Its greatest wish now 

was that these beasts knew what it meant to be protective of the fairer sex! Otherwise, it would be 

miserable! 

“So what if you are a female? In our hearts, all other female beasts can be beaten up except for the 

female beasts of Master and Master!” Darling said without any pity for the fairer sex. Hmph! Why didn’t 

you say you were a female when you were humiliating us just now! There’s no way you can pretend to 

be pitiful now! 



“You’re too evil! Ah!” Tao Tao said with tears streaming down its face. Boohoo… It accidentally got 

another scratch on its body, and it couldn’t help but cry out again from the pain. Why were these beasts 

so fast! It couldn’t understand. This shouldn’t be the case! It wouldn’t have the slightest power to 

retaliate like this! Because it was only focused on dodging. Moreover, it could dodge to the left, and it 

would be hit from the back… 

“Taotao!” Yu Lin stood up from the ground with some effort seeing his beast’s miserable appearance. At 

the same time he stood up, the two hairy beasts also stood up. Hehe, they had just secretly eaten Miss’s 

pill and their stamina had almost recovered, so dealing with Little Yu Lin would be easy! 

“Master, save me!” Tao Tao cried loudly. In just a while, several more wounds appeared on its body. 

“Hehe, Little Yu Lin, we are your opponents,” Little Hairy said with a smile, its expression very pure. 

“I don’t want to fight you now,” Yu Lin said helplessly. At the same time, he was about to put the pitiful 

Tao Tao into the spirit beast space when a huge claw swung over and happened to slap his butt… 

Chapter 580: The Main Beasts In Agony (4) 

“Aaahhhh!” A scream as miserable as Tao Tao’s sounded from Yu Lin’s mouth. The power of that voice 

was even greater than Tao Tao’s! 

“Hehe, I missed. I’m sorry.” Little Hairy smiled foolishly with an awkward expression on its face. 

However, it was very smug in its heart. Hmph! It finally hit Xiaoyu’s butt. It was quite bouncy! 

“Lass, your beasts are too perverted!” Yu Lin shouted. That hit just now hurt so much that he jumped up 

and down. It really hurt! Boohoo… 

“Little Yu Lin, we’ve said it before. Why is your memory so bad if you aren’t Miss’s beast!” Big Hairy 

complained while slapping Yu Lin… 

“Ouch!” Yu Lin used all his strength and finally dodged Big Hairy’s bear paw. However, he suffered 

another blow to his butt! 

“Hehe, I missed again.” Little Hairy smiled and said shyly. It felt really good! Little Hairy praised in its 

heart. 

“Ouch!” Yu Lin screamed again because Big Hairy slapped his butt again just as he was screaming in pain. 

This slap directly slapped him to the ground, and his butt was burning with pain. He didn’t even have the 

strength to stand up nor did he have the strength to complain about the two gangster bears… 

“It’s really not easy. I finally hit it.” Big Hairy looked at its huge bear paw and said sadly. Boohoo… It hit 

less than Little Hairy! 

Leng Ruoxue, who was not far away, looked speechlessly at the scarred golden monkey, and then at Yu 

Lin, who was pretending to be dead on the ground. Her forehead couldn’t help but be covered in black 

lines. To be honest, she now quite pitied this unlucky master and beast. They could have provoked 

anyone, but they just had to provoke her few united and especially vengeful beasts. Alas! 

“Little Snowy, let them stop!” Lan Ming pleaded beside Leng Ruoxue. Alas! Poor Master and Tao Tao. He 

really had nothing to help them except pity! 



“Okay, Darling, Big Hairy, stop!” Leng Ruoxue nodded slightly and said to Darling and the two hairy 

beasts. 

“Okay, Master,” Darling answered very obediently. At the same time, it gave Dazzle and the other beasts 

a look, and they stopped chasing and intercepting the monkey. The Two hairy beasts also stopped 

waving their bear paw at Yu Lin… 

“Master, we’re finally safe. Boohoo…” Tao Tao hurriedly ran to Yu Lin’s side and cried when she saw that 

the danger was resolved. 

“Yes!” Yu Lin nodded and hugged Tao Tao while the two beasts cried together… 

Leng Ruoxue didn’t know whether to laugh or cry when she saw Yu Lin and Tao Tao crying. Uh! They 

only suffered some superficial wounds. Did they have to cry like this? Her beasts knew their limits when 

they attacked, so she watched the commotion with relief! 

“Master, here.” Lan Ming braced himself and walked to Yu Lin’s side helplessly and handed him two 

pills. 

“You heartless bad disciple!” Yu Lin took the pill, ate one himself, and fed Tao Tao another. Then he 

roared at Lan Ming angrily. 

“You’re full of energy when you scold people. It seems like you’re fine.” Leng Ruoxue and the freak 

walked over and teased. 

“Nothing? Who said I’m fine? My butt still hurts!” Yu Lin glared at Leng Ruoxue angrily. Boohoo… It was 

all her hooligan beast’s fault! 

“Is that so? Big Hairy, Little Hairy, you spanked him. He’s still in pain. You have to be responsible for 

treating him!” Leng Ruoxue ordered two hairy beasts directly. 

“Yes, yes, Miss. We will definitely be responsible!” Big Hairy promised, his fluffy face revealing a rather 

wretched smile! 

“Little Jade Lin, don’t be scared. We won’t leave you alone.” After speaking, Little Hairy directly carried 

Yu Lin on its body like it was carrying a sack. A huge bear palm happened to support Yu Lin’s butt, 

causing great mental pressure on Yu Lin! 

“You perverted bear, put me down quickly,” Yu Lin roared, wanting to cry but had no tears. Boohoo… 

What did this bear want! Did it want to take advantage of him? 

“Little Yu Lin, doesn’t your butt hurt? I just wanted to carry you away out of goodwill. How can you 

shout at me? I’m too sad,” Little Hairy said aggrievedly, its black and bright eyes flashing with tears. 

“Damn it, this isn’t hugging, it’s carrying.” Yu Lin was carried on Little Hairy’s shoulder with his head 

facing down, so all the blood in his body rushed to his head, making him dizzy. 

“Oh, then this should be considered as hugging!” Little Hairy corrected itself. After hearing Yu Lin’s 

words, it immediately hugged Yu Lin like a princess and placed a bear paw on Yu Lin’s butt righteously! 



Uh! Yu Lin was speechless. He realized that he was indeed not on the same channel as this Hooligan 

Bear because they could not communicate at all. He simply shut his mouth at this point! 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue and the freak laughed rudely when they saw Yu Lin’s expression. 

Tao Tao and Lan Ming didn’t dare to laugh at all. They suppressed their laughter, their faces flushed red, 

and looked at Yu Lin with pity in their eyes… 

“Miss, should we go back?” Little Hairy couldn’t help asking with Yu Lin in its arms. 

“Okay, let’s go back!” Leng Ruoxue sat directly on the little peacock’s back after speaking, and the others 

and beasts sat up one after another. 

“Little Hairy, I can’t carry you in your original form!” The little peacock looked at Yu Lin, who was in Little 

Hairy’s arms, and smiled gently. 

“It’s okay. You can fly, and I can walk.” Little Hairy frowned in distress as it pondered. Then it looked at 

Little Yu Lin in its arms. Alas! It was a little reluctant to put it down! It made up its mind after a while. 

“You hooligan bear, put me down quickly,” Yu Lin shouted, unwilling to give up. Unfortunately, his 

words were ignored by Little Hairy. 

“Miss, go back first. I’ll go with Little Hairy,” Big Hairy scratched its big head and said foolishly. 

“Okay, okay then. Little Peacock, let’s go!” Leng Ruoxue ordered after some thought. 

“Yes, Boss’s master!” The little peacock ignored Yu Lin’s pleading gaze and left directly after hearing 

Leng Ruoxue’s words. Yu Lin’s cry for help sounded from behind them… 


